FPW, 1st class

---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
28/2/2020 | | | | | BGFC RH-RH2 | | | | | | | |
27/3/2020 | | | | DRAEC RH-RH2 | | | | | | | | |
22/5/2020 | BGFC Vodňany | | | | | | | | | | | RBFC

Courses:
- SKS/DRAEC Design, Realiz. and Analysis of Exp.
- UA/EL2C English Language FM2
- UA/POAC Pond Aquacultures
- VURH/BGFC Breeding and Genetics of Fish
- VURH/RBFC Reproduction Biology of Fish
- UA/FN2C Fish Nutrition 2

 Teachers:
- Ing. Petr Čišař, Ph.D., Ing. Jan Urban, Ph.D.
- Mgr. Monika Peka Kolafová
- Ing. David Gela, Ph.D.
- prof. Ing. Martin Flajšhans, Dr. rer. Agr.
- prof. Ing. Otomar Linhart, DrSc., Ing. Marek Rodina, Ph.D.
- doc. Ing. Jan Mráz, Ph.D.

Notes:
- BGFC - More instruction about organization of the course will be given on the first lesson.
- FN2C - More instruction about organization of the course will be given on the first lesson.
- DRAEC - More instruction about organization of the course will be given on the first lesson.
- RBFC - More instruction about organization of the course will be given on the first lesson.
- POAC - More instruction about organization of the course will be given via email.